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The selective spatial mode excitation of a bi-
dimensional grating-coupled micro-cavity called a
Cavity Resonator Integrated Grating Filter (CRIGF) is
reported using an incident beam shaped to reproduce
the theoretical emission profiles of the device in one-
and subsequently two-dimensions. In both cases,
the selective excitation of modes up to order 10 (per
direction) is confirmed by responses exhibiting one
(respectively two) spectrally narrow-band resonance(s)
with a good extinction of the other modes, the latter
being shown to depend on the parity and order(s) of the
involved modes. These results paves the way towards
the demonstration of multi-wavelength spatially-
selective reflectors or fibre-to-waveguide couplers.
Also, subject to an appropriate choice of the materials
constituting the CRIGF, this work can be extended to
obtain mode-selectable laser emission or nonlinear
frequency conversion.
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The ability to selectively address various spatial modes in4

photonic devices has become of strategic importance over the5

past two decades. Indeed, the on-purpose excitation and extrac-6

tion of individual spatial modes in multimode fibres has enabled7

the implementation of spatial division multiplexing schemes [1]8

which, in turn, facilitates a significant enhancement of the sup-9

ported optical transmission capacities. Similarly, the objective of10

increasing the data transmission rates of free-space communi-11

cation systems has also led to extensive work on the controlled12

generation and detection of optical beams in the form of high-13

order vortices [2]. Moreover, as a response to a complementary14

prospective use, the dynamic yet selective mode conversion in15

multimode waveguides has also been shown to offer a viable16

route to perform the linear (mode) combinations required for17

the computing core of a photonic-based convolutional neural18

network [3]. Finally, the implementation of such a spatial mode19

control in nonlinear components such as lasers [4] and frequency20

converters [5] provides an advanced way to make (dynamically)21

reconfigurable systems with a more diverse range of responses22

including thresholding or power limitation, capabilities which23

can lead to a further expansion of the relevant fields of poten-24

tial application to areas such as neuromorphic computing [6] or25

quantum information technology systems [7].26

In this paper, we report on the selective spatial mode excita-27

tion of another photonic component : a bi-dimensional grating-28

coupled micro-cavity called a Cavity Resonator Integrated Grat-29

ing Filter (CRIGF). The practical demonstration makes use of30

an excitation beam whose profile is shaped using a phase-only31

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) to mimic an a-priori-known ra-32

diative field pattern chosen amongst the device-supported set.33

Although the actual proof-of-principle is performed hereafter34

on a passive (linear) device, this work could readily be extended35

to the nonlinear or laser regimes should the device waveguide36

core embed a suitable non-zero second-order-susceptibility [8]37

or a light-emissive [9, 10] material layer.38

1. CAVITY-RESONATOR-INTEGRATED GRATING FIL-39

TERS40

Cavity-Resonator-Integrated Grating Filters (CRIGFs) intro-41

duced in 2012 [11] are a particular variant of Guided Mode42

Resonance Filters (GMRFs), acting as spectrally selective fil-43

ters for tightly focused beams under normal incidence. They44

rely on a single-mode waveguide capped with several gratings.45

Usual CRIGFs are made of 1D gratings, and exhibit a strong46

polarization dependence. 2D-CRIGFs can provide polarization-47

independent reflectivity [12]. As depicted in figure 1, a 2D48

CRIGF is formed by a vertical (y) and an horizontal (x) CRIGF49

sharing a common central area (blue). Along both x and y direc-50

tions, a pair of Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) forms a planar51

Fabry-Pérot cavity (FP) for the guided mode. A few-period-long52

Grating Coupler (GC), centred in the FP couples the cavity mode53

to focused incident beam(s). Along each direction, a Phase Sec-54

tion (PS) ensures spatial and spectral overlap of the GC with55

the cavity mode. Polarization independence is ensured when56

both the vertical and horizontal CRIGFs forming the 2D CRIGF57

have the same geometry: the horizontal and vertical polarization58

components of the incident beam are reflected respectively by59

the vertical and horizontal CRIGFs that exhibit identical spectral60

reflectivities.61

In this work, we use such CRIGFs, as depicted on fig. 1,62

made of a 2D square lattice GC with NGC = 101 periods of63

ΛGC = 524 nm, and four DBRs with NDBR = 200 periods of64
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ΛDBR = 262 nm. The central GC thus forms a L × L square65

with L = NGCΛGC ≃ 53 µm. A more detailed description of the66

sample can be found in [13].67

Fig. 1. (a) Top view of the 2D CRIGF under study; (b)
Schematic of the 2D CRIGF with a 2D central grating cou-
pler (GC), surrounded by four phase sections (PS) and four
distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBR). Incident light coupled by
the GC is trapped in the 2D Fabry-Pérot cavity formed by the
DBRs.

Previous work [13] has demonstrated the existence of68

multiple-order radiative patterns in 1D & 2D CRIGFs. As evi-69

denced by modelling, these radiative patterns results from the70

interaction of the GC with the various Fabry-Pérot modes sup-71

ported by the high-reflectivity stopband of the DBRs. Using72

x-polarized incident light, these radiative patterns related to73

the vertical cavity (along the y direction) of the 2D CRIGF are74

revealed by performing a spatial scan of the structure along the75

direction y with a Gaussian spot just a few micrometers in diam-76

eter. At each position, the spectral reflectivity is measured. The77

resulting spectro-spatial reflectivity map presented on figure 278

exhibits several reflectivity peaks whose intensity varies with79

the y position. The spatial profile associated with each spectral80

peak presents a number N of nodes along the y direction that81

increases as the excitation wavelength decreases. As shown in82

reference [13], these profiles directly correspond to the intensity83

profile of the radiated field for each eigenmode of the CRIGF.84

Fig. 2. Spatio-spectral map of reflectivity exhibiting the higher-
order radiative patterns of the cavity along the y direction. The
vertical dashed lines correspond to the wavelengths of the
corresponding modes.

2. MODE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN 1D85

Experimental mode-selective excitation is accomplished using86

a Fourier-transform optical setup, incorporating a phase-only87

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) [14]. As detailed in [15], by spa-88

tially modulating the amplitude of a blazed grating displayed89

on the SLM, this setup enables amplitude and phase information90

to be encoded onto the laser beam. More specifically, we use91

this setup to encode beams with profiles that correspond to the92

radiative field spatial distribution radiated by the CRIGF. We93

start with 1D profiles to only excite the vertical cavity of the 2D94

CRIGF. Each vertical pattern Ml , where l denotes the number95

of nodes along the y direction, has a spatial amplitude profile96

Al(y) given by :97

Al(x, y) = rect
( x

L
,

y
L

)
×

{
cos (πy(l + 1)/L) if l is even
sin (πy(l + 1)/L) otherwise

(1)

On figure 3-a), we show two examples of shaped incident98

beam profiles corresponding respectively to the higher-order99

modes M1 and M2 of the cavity. In practice, the laser beam100

was polarized along the x direction, centred on the cavity and101

shaped along the y direction according to Eq. 1. Experimental102

spectra for these profiles, presented in figure 3-b), are the reflec-103

tivity measurements subtracted by the thin-film response on the104

DBR section. As can be observed on these spectra, each mode105

reflectivity spectrum is essentially reduced to a single strong106

reflectivity peak, whose wavelength corresponds to the resonant107

wavelength of the CRIGF mode with the same spatial amplitude108

distribution (fig. 2). On each spectrum, one can also see oscilla-109

tions around the baseline that are due to parasitic reflections on110

the back-side of the substrate and a small peak at mode order111

N + 2, which we will discuss subsequently. The emergence of112

strong intensity peaks at wavelengths matching the targeted113

modes confirms the efficacy of the selective excitation.114

Fig. 3. Selective excitation of the high-order cavity modes
along the y direction.

We repeated these measurements for modes M0 up to115

mode M9. From these measurements we extracted the cross-116

correlation matrix depicted in figure 4, in which each square117

colour depicts the reflectivity at a given resonant mode wave-118

length (columns) for a given excitation spatial profile (lines). For119

a clearer picture, we choose to normalize the matrix to the funda-120

mental mode response (reference in the matrix top-left corner),121

and display the responses in logarithmic scale, hereby present-122

ing the modal excitation selectivity. As anticipated, the highest123

values are along the matrix diagonal, indicating predominant124

excitation of the targetted modes. Notably, the intensity of the125

reflected signal diminishes for higher modes. Additionally, a126

chequerboard pattern is observed in this cross-correlation ma-127

trix, explainable by mode parity: even-numbered modes, when128

targeted, also partially excite other even-numbered modes due129
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Fig. 4. Cross-correlation matrix representing the excita-
tion/attenuation of the cavity modes (columns) for the cor-
responding spatial profiles.

to spatial profile overlap, as shown in figure 4. A similar pattern130

occurs for odd-numbered modes.131

The experimental results demonstrate that selective excita-132

tion of 1D modes is achievable up to mode M9 for the y direction,133

offering promising avenues for experimental modal decomposi-134

tion of beams. Note that for all these measurements, we applied135

the theoretical profiles defined in Eq. (1), without any optimisa-136

tion of either the central position or the periodicity.137

3. MODE SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN 2D138

As a further proof of concept, we also recorded the reflectivity139

from the same 2D-CRIGF when excited by a beam polarized at140

45° and shaped along both x and y directions. In that case, both141

the vertical and horizontal modes are simultaneously excited142

with an efficiency that respectively depends on the spatial pro-143

files along x and y directions. We refer to these modes as Mk,l144

with 2D profiles Ak,l(x, y) defined as:145

Ak,l(x, y) = Ak(x, y)× Al(y, x) (2)

Figure 5 shows the reflectivity spectra obtained under illu-146

mination by an A1,1 and an A2,2 beam profiles. Each profile147

exhibits the same number of nodes along both x and y directions.148

These spectra are extremely similar to that presented in figure 3

polarization 
direction

Fig. 5. Selective excitation of the 2D cavity with symmetric 2D
shaped beams, for 45° polarization of the excitation beam.

149

except that both vertical and horizontal cavities of the 2D CRIGF150

are now simultaneously excited. Indeed, as the vertical and hor-151

izontal cavities in the 2D CRIGF are identical, for each excitation152

profile with an identical number of nodes along the x and y di-153

rections, the spectrum exhibits one single peak corresponding to154

the wavelength-degenerated signatures of both the vertical and155

the horizontal cavities, both cavities emitting along orthogonal156

polarizations.157

Conversely, figure 6 shows the polarized reflectivity spectra158

obtained under a 45°-polarized illumination with a different159

number of nodes along the x and y directions, here chosen to160

be an A1,2 beam profile. For a 45°-polarized analyser placed in

Fig. 6. Selective excitation of the 2D cavity with asymmetric
2D shaped beams, polarized at 45°, for different orientation
of the analyser placed before the photodiode collecting the
reflected light.

161

front of the photodiode monitoring the sample reflection, we162

observe the whole signal emitted by the 2D CRIGF (orange line).163

As the excited modes along the vertical and the horizontal di-164

rections are different, two distinct peaks can be observed in the165

spectral signature, one for each cavity. This is further confirmed166

by analysing the reflectivity response for other orientations of167

the analyser. For an horizontally polarized analyser, only the168

contribution from the vertical CRIGF can be detected. Here, only169

the shorter wavelength peak is observed (green line), in agree-170

ment with the fact that the highest-order of the two modes is171

excited in the vertical CRIGF (with the A2(y) profile). Similarly,172

for a vertically-oriented analyser, we only observe the contribu-173

tion from the horizontal cavity and it corresponds to the longer174

wavelength peak (blue line), excited by the A1(x) profile along175

the horizontal direction.176

The latter demonstration proves that we are able to selectively177

excite two different modes in (2D) crossed CRIGFs, thereby178

paving the way towards 2D beam spatial decomposition and179

showing an ability to treat (combine) a much higher number180

of modes (having shown here the capability to control of up to181

10×10-modes) while maintaining a more compact format than182

would be achievable with the 1D version.183

4. CONCLUSION184

In this manuscript, we have demonstrated both one- and two-185

dimensional selective excitation of the high-order modes sup-186

ported by a Cavity-Resonator-Integrated Grating Filter (CRIGF),187

using shaped excitation beams.188
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This selective excitation is obtained by shaping the incident189

beam so as to reproduce the theoretical emission profiles of190

the CRIGF. For 1D-shaped beams, each incident beam profile191

selectively excites a spectrally narrow-band resonance along192

the (polarization-)chosen direction of the structure while, in193

the 2D case, each incident beam profile excites two narrow-194

band resonances, one along each direction in the plane of the195

structure, these two resonances being degenerated or not. The196

achieved selectivity was shown to depend on the parity of modes197

involved and to decrease as the order of the mode(s) increases.198

Some improvement could be achieved by further optimizing the199

incident beam profiles, to compensate for slight experimental200

deviation from theory (profile periodicity, profile centring, etc...).201

Future work could involve the use of these mode-202

discriminating spectral reflectors as end mirrors in a multimode203

fibre laser as an alternative to the combination of few-mode fibre204

Bragg grating and mode-selective couplers used in [16].205

Furthermore, this dual-mode excitation at different wave-206

lengths could be performed on nonlinear CRIGFs [8] with a207

view to explore frequency-mixing processes with various phase-208

matching geometries and wavelength separation for laser wave-209

length spectral shifting or the generation of entangled photon210

pairs by spontaneous parametric down conversion [5].211

Alternatively, since CRIGFs are derived from structures that212

were originally designed for efficient waveguide in-/output cou-213

pling [17, 18], one could design shape- and wavelength-selective214

directional couplers to bridge the gap between Photonic Inte-215

grated Circuits (PICs) and few mode fibres. Contrarily to re-216

cently proposed couplers for few mode fibres [19, 20], these217

CRIGF-based couplers would be both shape- and wavelength-218

selective and a single structure could selectively handle many219

more than two different modes.220
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